THE EASY WAY
TO KEEP YOUR
BUSINESS
ON THE ROAD
Get everything you need to manage
your vehicles with Auto Mate.

KEEP YOUR PEOPLE
ON TRACK
AND YOUR
VEHICLES ROLLING
When you need your vehicles to do business, making the most of them is a top priority.
With Auto Mate, you’ll get a stress-free system that’s easy to set up. So you can keep
everyone in the loop on every journey with one simple fleet management package.
It makes managing expenses easy, and even pings you when something’s up, like a fault.
It keeps standards up. And costs down.
In other words, it pays to have Auto Mate as a friend in fleet management.
Protect your investment
When your fleet is your livelihood, it pays to keep an eye
on your vehicles. Get real-time activity alerts that ping
your mobile if something looks suspicious, like a vehicle
moving unexpectedly overnight. With the app and online
portal, you can see where all your vehicles are – 24/7.
Rev up operations
No one likes hanging around for appointments or deliveries.
Real-time location tracking can help you find the nearest
available vehicle. And you can track their progress right up
to the door, which means you can give your customers the
nod on arrival times.

Drive down costs
Save time, effort and money. Auto Mate automatically
delivers mileage and expense reports straight to your
desktop. It can flag engine trouble before it takes your
vehicles off the road. And with driver scoring, you’ll be
able to spot your most fuel-savvy drivers – and the ones
who need some direction.
Fine tune the backroom
Ditch the post-it notes and paperwork headaches. With
Auto Mate you can automate handy reminders for things
like fleet services, MOT and road tax renewals. So you’re
always up to date and free to focus on the road ahead.
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Track vehicles in real time
See your whole fleet, across the UK and EU, so you can respond
faster when a customer needs you.
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Send your nearest driver to a job or delivery
Reduce fuel consumption and keep customers happy.
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Group your fleet into different categories
Be sure you’re sending the right vehicle to the right job.
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Monitor vehicles’ health
Get an early warning of things like flat batteries, to help
you reduce the chance of breakdowns.
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Live and historic snail trails
Check that drivers have stuck to their planned routes and
get information on behaviour like speeding.
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Odometer readings
Monitor vehicle mileage and keep track of things like lease
end periods, tyre changes and servicing.
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What Auto Mate can do for you

Record business and private mileage
Accurate P11D and expenses tracking helps your business
claim back as much as possible.
Real-time traffic speeds and events
Spot congestion a mile off, so you can reroute vehicles
and keep them moving.
Geo-fencing alerts
See when a vehicle leaves a customer’s address or when
it leaves a specific location outside of working hours.
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Weather alerts
Keep an eye on bad weather, which could cause journey delays.
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Speed limit map overlays
See how fast drivers were travelling on specific routes by
comparing map overlays with driving data.
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Driving behaviour data
Spot high-risk driving styles, like harsh acceleration, heavy
braking, speeding, and high RPM.
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Track fuel efficiency
See who among your drivers is the most fuel savvy and
who might need additional training.
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Find your vehicles
Can’t remember where you parked? Help your drivers locate
their vehicle and get them back to it using Google Maps.
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Full fleet reports
Get the full picture on things like how your vehicles are used, their
carbon footprint, speeding trends, and fuel economy analysis.
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Handy reminders
Never miss all-important MOT, road tax and service dates.
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INSTALL AUTO MATE IN MINUTES,
WITH NO FUSS
Auto Mate’s made up of a plug-and-play device that connects to your vehicle,
an app and an online portal. It’s compatible with lots of different vehicles.
And you won’t have to break out the toolbox or train as a mechanic to install it.
Before you get started, head over to automatecheck.ee.co.uk and enter your vehicle’s make, model and year.
We’ll tell you if Auto Mate is compatible and where it fits under your dashboard. From then on, it’s plain sailing.
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 dd the Auto Mate app to your
A
phone or visit the online portal on
your computer.
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 og in to My EE, then scan
L
the barcode on your
Auto Mate device.
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Plug your Auto Mate
device in discreetly
under the dash.

TO FIND OUT MORE
ABOUT WHAT AUTO MATE
COULD DO FOR YOU
AND YOUR VEHICLES,
GET IN TOUCH WITH US TODAY.
T&Cs UK only. Availability is subject to credit check and business registration. Upfront (12 month
subscription) and pay monthly (24 month Minimum Term) options available. If you pay monthly, your
charges will increase in March of each year by RPI. If you pay upfront, your device will stop working
after 12 months unless you renew your agreement. Check Auto Mate’s compatibility with your vehicle
at automatecheck.ee.co.uk. Installation of the Auto Mate device is your responsibility. If you don’t
activate the Auto Mate device within three months after purchase, we may disconnect it from our
Network and you’ll need to purchase a new device and may be liable for monthly charges if you
selected a pay monthly option. Auto Mate doesn’t support voice calls and can’t be used to contact
emergency services. Other terms apply, see ee.co.uk/businessterms for details.

